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You should not trade pieces if you have the initiative

Opening the position helps to exploit weak squares

The best number of pawn islands to have is two

Exchanges increase the chances of mobilizing the majority wing

When behind in pieces, trade pawns, but not pieces

Calculate wide, not deep

Space is usually more important than time

Releasing the tension reduces your options

The player playing against the IQP should usually exchange all of the 

knights

You should not mobilize pawn structures that have doubled pawns 

If a move looks bad on general principles, the plan is probably bad

The side with a positional advantage has no need to complicate

Knights are often better than bishops in blitz

A plan is made up of ideas, not moves

Trying to play the best move and playing to win are not the same

When faced with a critical position, you have to calculate variations

A gambited pawn is equal to three tempi

With the initiative, miracles can happen

Do not ignore your intuition

The weak point of the fianchetto position is the h3 (h6) square

Complications are good for the side that is losing

Long analysis, wrong analysis

If the move feels wrong, it usually is

The fianchettoed bishop is not as good as a pawn is in guarding holes

Do not win a pawn if it costs you more than two tempi

Sharp openings are best in blitz

The initiative is especially important in blitz

To play chess at a strong level, it is essential to play according to sound 

principles

To increase the influence of your fianchettoed bishop, open the center

A temporary advantage must be exploited at once

When you fianchetto one bishop, the other bishop automatically loses a 

little of its mobility

Rooks attack best from a distance

You should not change openings because the opponent is higher-rated

Passive defense can work against rook and knight pawns, but it does not 

work against inner pawns

An imbalance is a double-edged sword

Pawns gain in strength as the power of the pieces left on the board de-

creases

There is a difference between blitz and time-trouble

Exchange your redundant rook for your opponent’s only rook

When ahead pieces, trade pieces, when behind pieces, trade pawns

When you are ahead on pieces, trade pieces (but not necessarily pawns)

Connected passed pawns on the 6th rank beat a Rook

The more redundant two pieces are, generally the weaker they are to-

gether

A lead in development is less important in closed positions 

An advantage in development leads to other advantages

Poor development is a key breeding ground for opening traps

It is usually a good strategy to put your pawns on the color opposite of 

your bishop

He who fears an isolated queen’s pawn should give up chess

Space is not an advantage unless you can use it beneficially for maneuver-

ing and for piece play

A three-to-two majority is easier to convert into a passed pawn than is a 

four-to-three majority

Plan your action on the side of your pawn majority

A central pawn majority favors the attacker

The fewer pawn islands you have the stronger the structure is

The square in front of the backward pawn is the main factor

Having a rook on the seventh rank is worth about a pawn

It is best to leave active pieces where they are

The initiative is above everything

Tactics flow from superior positions

Only calculate when it is essential

Bishops gain in strength as the endgame approaches

Calculate the moves that are forcing and tactical first

The player with an advantage must attack

Only the player with the initiative has the right to attack

If an attack can succeed with pieces alone, then leave the pawns where 

they are

It is usually better to have the rook in front of the queen when playing on 

an open file

If there are no weaknesses, you do not have an attack

Queen exchanges are usually better for the player who is attacking on the 

queenside

Take the minimum risk and use the maximum in economy to stop an 
attack

Only defend against direct threats

Bishops and knights rarely coordinate well with each other

A sudden change into an endgame can throw an attacker off his game

Three useable diagonals are worth a pawn

Plans are usually made for just a few moves at a time

Any imbalance should give the stronger player an edge

Wing pawns become more valuable relative to central pawns as material 
diminishes

There is no room for mistakes in a king and pawn endgame

It is usually a mistake to move a pawn on the side where your opponent 
is attacking

Try to meet short-term threats with long-term moves

The first player in an open position to control an open central file will 
generally get the initiative

It is usually wrong to remove a piece from an open file to avoid exchanges

Play where you have the advantage

You can usually allow weaknesses in your position in return for good piece 
activity

The move g3 is usually a more weakening move than h3

A weak square for one player is potentially a strong square for the other

You cannot consider the white and black squares in isolation when analyz-
ing a position

Color Complex weaknesses are not as important when the minor pieces 
are gone

A support point is only valuable if it is near the action

When your pieces are coordinated, they develop extraordinary power

If you have the bishop pair, put your pawns on the same color as your 
opponent’s remaining bishop

If you are facing a double fianchetto, try to close the position and gain 
control of the center

The knight pair is not a good combination

Never use a rook to defend a pawn

If you have a dynamic advantage, but a static weakness, it might be better 
to keep your queen

If the rooks cannot penetrate, it is often worth the sacrifice of the ex-
change to force penetration
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Introduction

xi

AS YOU CAN TELL at a glance, this is not a typical chess book. It is all text. There are no 
diagrams; there is no analysis, and there is not even a single game or variation in the entire 
book.

CHESS WORDS of WISDOM is, basically, the summarization of about 400 chess 
books, plus hundreds of magazine articles, videos, DVDs, and web sites. It is, essentially, the 
crucial information from all of these sources condensed and assimilated into this one book. 
As a result, it is extremely comprehensive. Hundreds of experts, masters, IMs, GMs (and 
even a few scientists and generals) have been quoted, paraphrased and summarized in the 
process of compiling this book.

Normally, chess books are teeming with moves, diagrams, and variations, but explana-
tions are sparse. Instead of enlightenment, there are usually a lot of vague and often unhelpful 
comments, such as “If he would have gone here, I would have gone there,” “a better move 
was this…,” “there was something to be said for that…,” and “weaker would have been…” 
You are often left to deduce the actual lessons yourself.

Most chess books are excellent, and there is clearly merit to the typically conventional 
way that the material is presented in them. Yet the fact remains that many chess books con-
tain only a few paragraphs of valuable advice, while the great majority of the space is devoted 
to the moves and diagrams. There is nothing wrong with the idea of using several pages of 
examples to reinforce one sentence of advice, but it is not always entirely necessary either.

It is fun to play over master games and, even if they are sparsely annotated, you do learn 
something from going over them (by osmosis if nothing else). The point, though, of buying 
an instruction book is to be “instructed.” You want to “learn” something from the book. 
You want to “understand” the subject, and the best way to learn or understand something 
is to have someone, who already knows the subject, “explain” it to you in words… no guess-
ing, no osmosis, just simple talk in plain English. For that, you do not need a diagram. The 
renowned trainer and author, Mark Dvoretsky, would probably agree, since he said:
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When young chess players read a book or listen to a lecture, too often they 
pay attention only to variations, letting slip past their eyes (or ears) the 
author’s judgment. I am convinced that for this reason they miss a great 
deal; usually the most valuable information is concentrated in the words. 
(Mark Dvoretsky, American Chess Journal, No. 3).

In the New In Chess compendium, The Chess Instructor 2009, edited by Jeroen Bosch & 
Steve Giddins), a book aimed primarily at chess teachers, coaches and parents, Steve Gid-
dins, in his article “Learning an Opening,” said:

Whenever possible, the notes should be in prose form, rather than the 
Informator-style figurine notation—what one is looking for is verbal expla-
nations of the ideas behind the moves, not a forest of variations where the 
wood is hidden by the trees.

I got serious about studying chess in the mid 1960’s. From the beginning, I underlined 
important concepts in the chess books that I read. I would then add these words of wisdom to 
a notebook. The notebook was for my own occasional review, and for study when preparing 
for a tournament. I continued this practice for many years. Then, when personal computers 
came into common use, in the mid 1980’s, I copied the notebook into a computer file (to 
which, to this day, I continue to add material).

About eight years ago, and after more than 40 years of collecting these notes, it was clear 
that there was more than enough material in the notebook for a book. One day, I said to my 
wife, “I have enough here to write a book.” She said, “Then, why don’t you?” As a result, and 
with the knowledge that, now, she could not complain about the time I would be spending 
on it; I started writing this book.

My original plan was to use the quotes, “as is.” In other words, to write a book of com-
piled quotes. However, a few years into the project, and after collecting and organizing about 
a thousand pages of quotes, I discovered that it would violate a number of copyright laws to 
publish such a book.

Even though my plan was to give full credit to each source, there are laws that pre-
vent excessive quoting from any one source and laws barring lengthy quotes without signed 
releases from the sources. That meant, to publish the book, there were just two choices: get 
releases from all of the people and publishers involved (which, if even possible, would take 
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several years to do), or to express in my own words what they were saying (as in a research 
project). I decided to do the latter.

I started over, and for about the past five years, I have been writing this book from the 
quotes and notes in my notebook (plus what I have been adding during that time). However, 
this time, instead of using nothing but quotes, I have summarized the experts in my own 
words and edited it all into this one cohesive book. As it turned out, the book is even better, 
this way, than it would have been as a collection of quotes. It is much more readable and 
coherent, and it is about half the size.

I have used an ample, but legal, amount of credited quotes. Credit is given to all of the 
people that were used as sources (whether they were directly quoted in the book or not). 
There are in-text citations, as well as acknowledgements and a list of sources at the back of 
the book.

The idea was to write a book that contained most of the practical, useful knowledge 
of chess. CHESS WORDS of WISDOM is the summing up of the vital information, the 
“meat,” from all of the wonderful books, magazines and digital media that you see listed at 
the back of this book. Essentially, incorporated into this one book are the teachings from all 
of these great sources.

I have over 600 books in my personal chess library. CHESS WORDS of WISDOM is 
based on only about 400 of those books. The reason the other 200 books were not used is 
that they did not contain any useful verbal general information at all (none!). They were all 
helpful books, in their own way; they may have had many variations of specific lines and the 
related advice on playing those particular lines. However, they did not convey any practi-
cal verbal knowledge that would help a player to learn, in general, how to play better chess 
(which is the point of this book). The approximately 400 books listed at the end of this book 
did have something to say (and I can recommend all of them).

As a digest of hundreds of years of chess knowledge, CHESS WORDS of WISDOM is 
an ideal textbook for chess teachers, coaches or trainers. Some of it is fundamental, some is 
intermediate, and some of it is advanced technique. The book should not become outdated 
soon either, because it is primarily about the principles of chess… and they do not change 
as fast as the latest trends do.

CHESS WORDS of WISDOM contains many of the general principles, truisms, max-
ims, general rules, fundamentals, axioms, aphorisms, beliefs, lessons, ideas, precepts, tips, 
practical advice, formulas, recommendations, insights, systems, techniques, paradigms, 
procedures, dogmas, guidelines, laws, opinions, methods, admonitions, proverbs, tools, heu-
ristics, conventions, suggestions, tricks, adages, teachings, doctrines, golden nuggets, truths, 
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tenets, council, short cuts, rules-of-thumb, general advice, and chess pearls of wisdom from 
the Masters.

By not devoting the typical two or three pages of examples to each concept in the book 
(as most chess books do), CHESS WORDS of WISDOM is shorter by an estimated 40,000 
pages (and about eight feet thinner)! Even without diagrams and examples, most players 
should not have any trouble understanding the vast majority of the concepts in this book. 
If, on a certain topic, though, you do feel that you would benefit from diagrams, further 
explanation, or some examples, you can get all of that (and more) from the sources listed in 
the back of the book.

CHESS WORDS of WISDOM will be valuable for serious chess players from beginner 
to master. In other words, almost all players will find it instructive and should benefit from 
it. Experts and masters can use it as a concise reference or review. It is might even fill in some 
holes in their stores of knowledge as well.

If you think you know most of the principles and rules of thumb of chess, you are prob-
ably wrong. As Alekhine said in a BBC interview in 1938, “A lifetime is not enough to learn 
everything about chess.”

These days, cartoons and humor are a big part of many chess books. CHESS WORDS 
of WISDOM is about “understanding” chess. There are no frills or cartoons in it. There is 
no nonsense of any kind in it… just hard-core, wall-to-wall, chess instruction in the form of 
verbal explanation. This book is for the player who is serious about understanding chess.

In most books, on almost any subject, there is respite and fluff. There is nearly none of 
that here. Almost every sentence of this book contains valuable insight. It is relentless. The 
aim was to pack it with useful instructional information, not to be an entertaining read. 
Here, the lack of fluff also helps to keep the book down to a reasonable size. For the same 
reason, I have not used text boxes (you know, those annoying space-consuming extracts that 
waste your time by repeating what you just read in the body of the text). The section on 
individual styles is a bit of a let-up, a slight diversion, but it is instructive, nonetheless, and 
particularly motivating.

Unlike most books, CHESS WORDS of WISDOM is not the opinion of one author 
(not even the opinion of the author). Consequently, there are likely to be a few instances 
where some quotes or statements might seem to (or actually do) contradict each other. That 
is because various experts may have had conflicting opinions about the subject at hand. 
Quoting Dvoretsky again, “In chess, there is no such thing as absolute truth. Diametrically 
opposing styles and approaches to problem-solving each have a full and complete right to 
exist… It all depends upon the concrete circumstances” (Mark Dvoretsky, Dvoretsky’s Ana-
lytical Manual). By their nature, all such disagreements are likely to be minor, though; the 
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experts rarely disagree about the major principles these days. For the past few generations, 
we have just been fine-tuning them.

In the interest of space, I have made a few allowances. For instance, there are very few 
definitions in the book. Most of the people reading this book probably know almost all of 
the terms that have been used here. Any definitions that might be needed, though, can be 
found easily in the glossaries in most other chess books or on the internet. The list of sources 
at the back of the book is abridged. It does not include page numbers, publishers, dates, or 
editions (as in a full bibliography). These days, by plugging the title and author into a search 
engine, you will get all the information you want, instantly, along with many web sites for 
locating the book or source in question.

The words “usually” and “generally” show up a lot throughout the book (879 times, to 
be exact). That, of course, is the nature of chess. In chess, as in most other pursuits, every 
rule has an exception. Still, I tried to keep the use of those words to a minimum, so as not 
to sound too repetitive. As it is, though, whenever something is stated in a way that sounds 
unconditional, please feel free to add the words “usually” or “generally.” The same goes with 
the phrase “unless there is a tactic.”

The male gender has been used throughout the book. Not only is chess male dominated, 
but also many pages were saved by not saying “his or her” every time it was applicable. Fur-
thermore, that much use of “his or her” would have gone well beyond political correctness 
and might have even seemed patronizing.

The boldface in the quotes is mine. In some of the quotes, I have also Americanized the 
British English and grammar. What do they know about English, anyway?

I also want to acknowledge the generous help from Mike Brady, PhD (Professor of 
Economics, published author, strong A-player, and friend of 35 years) for his help in proof-
reading the manuscript. Without his help, there would have been, on the average, at least 
one more punctuation error or typo on every page!

In addition, I would especially like to thank GM Larry Kaufman for his kind help with 
the area of values and equivalents (and a couple of other sections as well). I had simply asked 
him if he wanted to update any of his decade-old calculations. He not only did so, but he 
graciously went way out of his way to give me a lot of extra information and several useful 
suggestions. As probably the world’s leading expert on the subject of chess values and equiva-
lents, his help was priceless.

Thank you for buying my book. Writing it has been a labor of love. In fact, after all these 
years, I know I will miss the 25–30 hours a week that I spent working on it! I sincerely hope 
that CHESS WORDS of WISDOM will be a beneficial addition to your library and to chess 
literature in general.
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attacking pieces to defending pieces than it does with the power of those pieces (for exam-
ple, minor pieces vs. major pieces). All pieces tend to become worth about the same as each 
other during an attack. If a piece is worth more than another it has more to do with its func-
tion in the attack than its normal value.

If an attack can succeed with pieces alone, then leave the pawns where they are. They 
can be useful as defenders.

Alekhine said that castling is an attacking move! This is because castling 
connects the rooks and makes them ready for action anywhere on the 
board. From a tactical point of view, the effect of castling is even greater 
when there are open files in the center and the opponent’s king has lin-
gered there. (Nikolay Minev, Mastering Tactical Ideas)

AFTER ATTACK: After a successful attack (other than a mating attack), the nature of 
the position will be different. Pieces will be out of play. The play often changes to another 
part of the board. Strategies change. Your initiative is gone. It is important to consider all 
of this before initiating the attack (to be sure the resulting position is worth the potential 
gains from the proposed attack). Try to plan your attacks so that the resulting position does 
not leave you without resources. “Set up your attacks that when the fire is out, it isn’t out!” 
(Harry N. Pillsbury).

UNSOUND: If your attack proves to be unsound, it is often wise to continue the 
attack nonetheless. This is because, if you waver, you are probably going to lose anyway, 
but, by continuing the attack, you might be able to pull off a swindle.

Defended: If your opponent defends against your main attacking plan, he probably had 
to give up something in order to do it. So, look for another plan based on what he may have 
given up to stop it.

There is an important rule to attacking chess: If your opponent succeeds in 
preventing your primary attacking idea, this is often at the cost of some-
thing else. So do not abandon the attack, but rather investigate the arising 
position (in advance of course), and see if new possibilities have arisen. 
(Jacob Aagaard, Excelling at Combinational Play)

LEARNING: To become a good attacker you need to learn to recognize patterns. You 
need to learn how to visualize, and you need confidence. You have to learn to sacrifice mate-
rial without fear. A thorough understanding of combinations and tactics is essential.
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Fix Target:”A prime rule of attack is to fix a target before striking” (Mark Buckley, Prac-
tical Chess Analysis).

ATTITUDE: The attacking player should not mind complication. He is creative, likes 
imbalances, is willing to sacrifice material and is comfortable with tactics and combinations. 
The time for caution and doubts are before the attack. Once the attack is launched, be 
razor-sharp, steadfast, and ruthless. Almost everybody has trouble when under a relentless, 
heavy attack (especially attacking players themselves).

WHY AT TACK

TO WIN: You must attack in order to win. “In chess, as in any conflict, success lies in 
attack” (Max Euwe). You cannot be timid in chess; you have to fight. Generally, you can-
not win without attacking. “In chess only the attacker wins” (Alexander Kotov, Train Like 
a Grandmaster). A strong player might be able to get away with passive play, waiting for his 
opponent to make a mistake, but for the average player or beginner it is a losing idea. The 
average player has to be aggressive, it is the only way for him to win (or improve).

DUTY: If you have the advantage, you have the duty to attack. It is necessary to 
attack, or you risk losing the advantage.

ADVANTAGEOUS: It is not only true that you must have the advantage to attack, 
but the attacker has an advantage because he is attacking. Another advantage of attacking 
is that it is better than being attacked. “The game of chess is not a mathematical puzzle 
but a battle, and in any battle the attacking side always has the advantage” (Rudolf 
Spielmann).

PSYCHOLOGICAL: There can be psychological advantages to attacking. Aside from 
the obvious psychological pressure you exert during the game itself, being generally known 
as a fierce attacker can reap rewards. “If you can somehow develop a reputation as a strong 
and dangerous attacker, your opponent may well become frightened, and in poker terms, 
can sometimes bluff himself out of making the best moves” (Colin Crouch, Chess Secrets: 
Great Attackers).

MATERIAL IN AT TACKS

MINOR PIECES: Usually, the bishop pair is better for attacking than two knights; 
although, two well posted knights (for example, centralized or on the sixth rank) can be 
equally good. The key piece for many attacks is the king’s bishop. The bishop is best when 
supported by other pieces. Bishops are not strong by themselves.
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OPPOSITE-COLORED BISHOPS: Bishops of opposite-color can add a lot to an 
attack because the opponent’s bishop cannot defend what your bishop attacks. It is like hav-
ing an extra piece. With opposite-colored bishops, seize the initiative, play with great energy 
and attack the king.

ROOKS: The attacker should try to make his rooks more active while trying to keep his 
opponent’s rooks more passive.

ROOK + KNIGHT: The rook and knight usually do not work that well together.
QUEEN + KNIGHT: Queen plus knight is a good attacking combination, especially if 

they are near the opponent’s king. Many books claim that the combination queen + knight 
is stronger than queen + bishop; however, master game results do not show this to be true.

QUEEN + BISHOP: If you are attacking the king with a bishop and a queen on the 
long diagonal, it is best to put the queen in front of the bishop (because the bishop cannot 
block the king’s escape squares as well as the queen can).

QUEEN + ROOK: One of the basic rules of attack is to avoid putting your queen in 
front of your rook. It is usually better to have the rook in front of the queen when playing 
on an open file (especially a rook file). The rook checks first on the eighth rank while the 
queen cuts off his escape squares.

PIECES OR PAWNS: Often, there is a question of whether to attack with pieces or 
pawns. If you have an advantage in piece activity, and your opponent’s weaknesses are bad 
enough to limit his activity even more, then an attack with pieces is probably better. If he 
can defend all of his weaknesses, though, an attack using pawns may be called for. You can 
use the pawns to attack the pieces directly, or by pawn breaks to open lines and make squares 
available for your pieces.

At some point in any attack, if you need more firepower, do not forget to consider the 
pawns. Another factor is whether you and your opponent have both castled on the same side. 
Same-side castling makes using pawns for attack risky, whereas opposite-side castling calls 
for a pawn storm.

FORCE/NUMBER IN AT TACKS

THREE: There is a rule of thumb that, usually, at least three pieces are needed for a 
successful attack: one piece to sacrifice and bring the king out into the open, one to pro-
tect the mating piece, and one to deliver mate. Three pieces can prevail against a poorly 
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guarded king, but more pieces might be necessary to counter successfully whatever defend-
ing pieces there are.

MORE: In order for an attack to succeed, the attacker must have some kind of superior-
ity. Your attack is much more likely to succeed if you have more pieces attacking than your 
opponent has defending. This means not only in the beginning of the attack, but during the 
course of the attack as well. You need to be able to bring more force to the attack than your 
opponent can gather for the defense. Remember to count the king as a defending piece (or 
as an attacker in some cases).

The most important condition is not necessarily to have more pieces on the board, but 
to have more pieces attacking the part of the board where the action is taking place. One 
way to do that is to start an attack on the side of the board where you already have the most 
pieces. Keep in mind that knights are slower at getting back to the scene of the action. There-
fore, if your opponent has a far away knight, it might not be able to get back to the defense 
in time. The greater the difference in force is, the better the chances are that the attack will 
succeed.

It is well known, from the science of warfare, that sufficient attacking means are neces-
sary in order to conquer defending forces. Even Napoleon (a chess player, by the way) knew 
that superiority in numbers was not the only way to assess an advantage. Still, outnumbering 
your opponent (having a preponderance of force) is certainly a big factor.

MANY: It takes more than one or two pieces for an attack to succeed. Many coordinated 
pieces are required. Not all of your pieces must be in the attack, but the more the better. If 
the attack is an intuitive one (in other words, not calculated to conclusion), you should try to 
use as many pieces as possible in the attack. Attack in number; do not rely on a few pieces.

ALL: It has been said that a great attacker does not attack until all of his pieces are 
developed and involved in the attack. Involving every piece in the attack, even from the 
remotest parts of the board, significantly increases the odds of success.

EXCHANGES: The number of threats made by the attacker is based on the size of his 
attacking force. For this reason, you should avoid exchanges until your opponent has to 
make concessions that are favorable for your attack. When you do exchange, exchange your 
opponent’s pieces that are more active for your less active ones. “Many chess players have 
groundless fears about exchanging queens in attacking positions. The exchange of queens in 
no way lessens the attacking prospects, assuming that the opponent’s queen is more active 
than one’s own” (Luděk Pachman, Modern Chess Tactics).
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WHERE TO AT TACK

SPACE: Attack on the side where you have more space. That will give your pieces more 
freedom to position themselves more effectively, while simultaneously hampering your 
opponent’s ability to defend.

PAWNS POINTING: In closed positions or semi-closed positions, an attack is usually 
indicated by the direction that the center pawns are pointing (connect the dots). With a 
locked center if the white d- and e-pawns are pointing toward the kingside (pawns at d4 
and e5 for example), that is where you should attack (the kingside). With pawns at e4 & d5 
though, a queenside attack is indicated. Another indication is the base of your opponent’s 
pawn chain (which, with a closed center, is usually in the same direction as the direction your 
pawns are pointing).

WEAKNESS: Focus an attack on the opponent’s weakest point (the weakest square is 
the one with the least amount of protection). With an attack on the king, the focus is usually 
on the weak squares surrounding the king.

FORCE: Attack away from defenders. You should attack where you have a material 
preponderance. If you have an opponent’s piece trapped on the edge of the board, attack on 
the other side of the board.

Remove defenders. The strongest defensive piece is a knight at f3. A good start for an 
attack might be to chase the knight from this good defensive position.

ADVANTAGE: Attack where you have the advantage. Develop the initiative where you 
are better.

FIANCHETTO: When you have a fianchettoed bishop, you should generally look in 
the direction your bishop is pointing for the object of your attack. The bishop usually exerts 
a strong force along the diagonal on which it occupies. The attack is usually made possible 
by pushing the pawns that are located on the side of the board to which the bishop points. 
For example, if your bishop is fianchettoed at g2, it is pointing to the queenside, so pushing 
the queenside pawns would be the typical strategy (especially if you also have a queenside 
pawn majority).

KING: Always examine any move that affects the enemy king. Always examine any 
checks, captures, recaptures and moves that block an escape square.

The most critical squares around the kingside-castled king are those that are only pro-
tected by the king. Of those, g7 and h7 are the most likely squares to be attacked, since these 
squares are the most reachable squares near the king for the attacker. The h7 square is the 
more likely of the two to be attacked (especially if there is no knight on f6) because it can be 
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reached by a bishop from d3 or a knight from g5. The same knight can only reach g7 from 
f5 or h5, both of which are harder to get to for the knight than g5. Additionally, g7 is easier 
to defend than h7 because the king’s bishop can defend g7 from f8 or f6. On the other hand, 
attacks on g7 are more dangerous than those on h7 are because there is less chance of the 
king slipping away by way of f8.

If you want to attack the castled kingside position and the opponent’s kingside pawns are 
on their original squares, because there are no weaknesses, you will usually have to exchange, 
or drive away, the knight on f6. Then, you will usually focus the attack on h7 or g7.

Attacks against the fianchettoed bishop with pawns on f7, g6 and h7 usually proceed 
along the unoccupied weak squares or by pushing an f-pawn or an h-pawn to open a file by 
exchanging the g6 pawn. The f7/g6/h7 structure is weak unless there is a bishop on g7.

An attack is much more effective if the queen has play near the opponent’s king. Pawns 
on the fifth or sixth rank near the king are also effective in attacks on the king. “On the 
chessboard, an open line, a file or a diagonal, means an opportunity to attack. If a king stands 
on, or close to, that line then the opportunity is greater because the attack will be stronger” 
(Tony Gillam, Attacking the King in the Center).

AT TACKING WEAKNESSES

Attack the weakest point in the opponent’s position. Only attack weaknesses, if there 
are no weaknesses, you do not have an attack. Not even brilliance will help if the weakness 
is not there to begin with. You cannot just pick a target; you have to direct the attack at the 
weakest point in the opponent’s position. It is good to attack weaknesses on both sides of 
the board alternately.

KINGSIDE AT TACKS

PAWN WEDGE: A pawn chain driven deep into your opponent’s territory can be an 
effective device for isolating his forces. The pawn wedge can make it difficult for him to 
transfer his pieces, from one side of the board to the other, to help with his defense. Like-
wise, the reverse will be true for you. Since the wedge gives you more space, you should be 
able to swing more forces over to the attack.

INITIATIVE: As in all attacks, it is important with kingside attacks to keep the initia-
tive. At some point during the attack, the defender might try to defend by giving up some 
material. Often, winning material can cost you the initiative. Be sure, if that happens, that 
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it is a good bargain for you. Beware that, after winning material in an attack, your pieces are 
not so out of play as to cost you more than the gained material was worth.

WEAKNESSES: The enemy king does not have to be defenseless and out in the open to 
be a target; one weak square can be enough. That being the case, the first step in a kingside 
attack often is to provoke a pawn weakness.

WHEN: When your king is safe and your opponent has a weakness in his position, you 
can start an attack if you have an advantage in force near (or aimed at) the opponent’s king. 
Unless his king is exposed or restricted in some way, you will also need to consider what 
defensive forces your opponent can muster.

PAWN COVER: Most of the time, an attack on the castled king is conducted by pieces 
alone (after forcing or provoking a weakness in the opponent’s pawn cover). The speed of 
getting these pieces into the attack is crucial. The typical weaknesses that are provoked are 
from pawn pushes to h6 or g6. The move h6 is generally a little less weakening than g6. 
The pawns can be weakened by captures as well. The pawn shelter can also be breached by a 
sacrifice. The player doing the sacrificing should have pieces in reserve waiting to enter into 
the attack.

If one or more of the pawns in front of the king have moved, it is much easier to force a 
file open with a pawn push. If the pawns remain in their original position, the defender can 
move his pawns in such a way (as the attacker’s pawn get closer) to close the file rather than 
to let the attacker open it.

HOW: When preparing the attack on the king, it is important to make moves with the 
least commitment first. Make moves that will still be useful and strengthen the position in 
case the attack does not develop.

An attack with your kingside pawns is usually a risky choice if the center is not blocked. 
If the center is open, the defender has too many ways to get counterplay.

The way to exploit an opponent’s king’s pawn cover after he has played h6 is usually to 
push the g-pawn to g5 with the idea of opening the g-file, or to try to coerce the opponent to 
play g6 so you can get play against his weakened h6 pawn. If these methods are not advanta-
geous, a sacrifice on h6 or f6 might be in order.

Any pawn moves around the king create weaknesses. Target the weaknesses that they 
have created. Try to hinder your opponent’s pieces from entering into the defense. Two 
important elements in the attack are the balance of forces near the king (or aimed at it), and 
the condition of the defense. Become familiar with the standard sacrifices and mates and 
look for those patterns.
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A white knight at f6 working with a rook is a powerful combination. A knight and a queen 
is another strong combination. The knight’s short-range (unusual) moves can penetrate many 
positions. It complements the moves of the long-range rook and queen. This makes the com-
bination of knight and rook or knight and queen perfect for an attack against the king.

There are five main targets near the castled king: h7, g7, f7, g6 and the dark-square 
fianchetto weakness (with pawns at f7, g6, and h7).

AT TACKING THE KING (CASTLED SAME SIDE)

In the case of same-side castling (kingside or queenside), it is best to have a space advan-
tage on the side of your attack. You should have the means to be able to transfer material 
to that sector, and you should have a material advantage in that area. If you and your 
opponent are castled on the same side, attack with pieces, not pawns. Using your pawns to 
attack with would leave you vulnerable to a counterattack.

Rook lifts (bringing a rook to the third rank and then over to the attack) are preferred 
to pawn storms. If the center is blocked, or you have a firm central pawn structure and your 
opponent is not in a position to be able to make a counterstrike in the center, then a pawn 
storm might be possible.

WING AT TACKS/FLANK AT TACKS

BLOCKED CENTER: A strong central position produces better conditions under 
which attacks on the wings become more likely to succeed. Closing the center, either by 
exchanges or by pawn advances, is one way to prepare a wing attack. If you already have a 
closed center, a wing attack with pawns is called for. With the gained space, you can bring 
your rooks into the attack.

You should have some control over the center (or at least equality there) or the center 
should be blocked before you start a wing attack. Otherwise, your opponent might gain con-
trol over the center and be able to put an end to your attack. There are plenty of exceptions 
to this advice. It is sometimes possible to launch a successful wing attack without equality in 
the center. Although, if your opponent can open the center, get piece play in the center, or 
get play through it, your attack is more likely to backfire.

A cardinal principle of defense is that a wing attack is best met by a thrust in the center. 
Therefore, control of the center (or an advantage in the center) is your best security for your 
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wing attack. Conversely, an attack in the center can sometimes be met by a counterattack 
on the wing.

PAWNS: Usually, a queenside attack (with both kings castled kingside) will involve the 
use of pawns. Normally, at least one pawn is pushed in order to open the position. A queen-
side attack with pieces alone is unusual.

PIECES: If your opponent is putting his pieces on the wings for an attack, he is not 
using them for control of the center. So, when your opponent starts a piece attack on a flank 
at an early stage of the game, the best reply is a counterattack in the center, or a counterattack 
on the other wing, or both.

OBJECTIVE: Typically, the object of a queenside attack is to open some lines in order 
to infiltrate the opponent’s position. The object of a queenside attack can also be to gain 
material or to acquire space or mobility. Sometimes, there are no tangible targets, just a 
weakness to exploit. Often, a queenside attack develops into a kingside attack after the 
attacker gets rook access to the seventh and eighth ranks. A queenside attack can also be a 
counter to a kingside attack.

CAUTION: An attack on the king can decide the game, whereas a queenside attack 
is unlikely to produce immediately decisive results. For that reason, the queenside attacker 
must pay close attention to what is going on near the kingside. Success might depend on 
combining the queenside attack with preventive or offensive actions on the kingside.

WHEN: If your opponent has weaknesses on the queenside, an attack there is possible. 
If the position of the forces or the piece concentration gives you a material advantage in that 
sector, a queenside attack might be called for. In addition, if you have a space advantage on 
the queenside you might consider an attack there. A pawn majority on the queenside could 
also give you reason to attack there. Pawns pointing at the queenside are another sign to 
attack on that side. Sometimes, a minority attack is also possible on the queenside.

QUEENS: Queen exchanges are usually better for the player who is attacking on the 
queenside. This is because, without a queen, the kingside attacker (the opponent) is gener-
ally less able to mate the king.

SPACE: A space advantage on the wings can be beneficial for a piece attack, it can facili-
tate the advance of your pawns in order to open lines, or it can help restrict the opponent’s 
position. An effective scheme with wing attacks is to start an attack on one wing; then, 
after the opponent has deployed his forces to the defense of that wing, abruptly switch 
your attack over to the other flank. It can be difficult for the opponent to redeploy his pieces 
because your space advantage has probably hampered his mobility.
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